JUST A MOOD: BENNY CARTER IN EUROPE
By Brian Goggin
Introduction
Benny Carter, nicknamed ‘The King’ for good reason, was one
of the most prolific and talented musicians in any musical
field and must continue to rank as the greatest jazz ‘allrounder’ in a career that ran from the early 1920s up to
shortly before his death aged 95 in 2003. Even by 1946 when
he disbanded his last regular big band aged 39, his output
and achievements as a multi-instrumentalist, arranger,
composer and leader at that point are astonishing and read
like a life’s work.
The primary skills that cemented Carter’s place in jazz
history were his leading abilities as an alto saxophonist,
arranger and composer. He is regarded, with Johnny Hodges,
as the leading early stylist on alto saxophone.1 His second
and favourite instrument was the trumpet which he played
regularly into middle age, and less frequently in later years.
Louis Armstrong praised his trumpet playing2 as did Dizzy
Gillespie:
Benny Carter is a multi-talented musician. … Benny is
a magnificent trumpet player. … He used to blow out
his trumpet players.3
Carter played clarinet regularly until the mid-1940s, albeit
with decreasing frequency by then. His clarinet playing was
well received by both his peers and music critics alike. Doc
Cheatham recalled ‘… my favourite clarinet player of all time
was Benny Carter. I don’t know of anyone who could play
more clarinet than Benny …’4 and writer Whitney Balliett
commented ‘One of the persistent sorrows of jazz is Carter’s
abandonment of the clarinet …’5 His superb abilities on
trumpet and clarinet, while being very individual and
recognisable, were not influential in the same way as his alto
saxophone playing.

Benny Carter, mid 1930s. Courtesy of Nick Dellow.

sax … After two numbers O’Connor called Benny over
and handed him some handbills advertising the club,
saying “You’ll do my place more good standing on the
corner passing these out to the people than tooting on
that hornpipe.” … That was my introduction to Benny

He was also a fine pianist, as demonstrated by his beautiful
solo on You Understand, recorded in mid-June 1936. He
made a handful of recordings on tenor and soprano
saxophones, and two sessions on trombone.6 His tenor
saxophone style was less individual than his alto, but similar
in approach, particularly with his trademark fast runs, as on If
Only I Could Read Your Mind, from the same session as You
Understand above. A rarely featured vocalist, Carter was not
a showman like Louis Armstrong, but he was certainly very
capable in that regard, although a few of his early vocals
show that even he was human!
His musical start is well documented, but contrary to what is
often reported, he confirmed himself that he did not attend
any musical college or institution having left school aged 14.7
It is worth repeating Rex Stewart’s whimsical recollection of
his first encounter with Carter at John O’Connor’s club on
135th Street in New York City in 1922 though:
Ten minutes after we began to play, a fellow with a
skinny body and a big head (at least his head seemed
to belong to another body at the time) ambled across
the dance floor, up to the bandstand, and unpacked a

Pathé label. Courtesy of Anthony Baldwin.
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Carter and I was not impressed. Neither were the other
fellows, but fate must have got a large-size chuckle.8

… he could also outblow all of us on our
own instruments!

Stewart’s final statement came true within a decade, by
which time Carter had served his time with bandleaders
including James P. Johnson, Duke Ellington, both Fletcher and
Horace Henderson, Lois Deppe and Charlie Johnson, and
become a leading instrumentalist, arranger, composer, and
much of which were quite racially stereotyped, which was
leader in spite of some critics’ opinions.
expected at the time. After the groundwork laid by musicians
Despite Carter’s rise musically, he endured significant of the previous two decades, when black American jazz
tragedy during these years. His mother, Sadie Bennett Carter musicians like Coleman Hawkins moved to Europe in 1934,
who gave him his musical start on piano, died in 1926 aged they were now in demand primarily for their own individual
49 a few months after a streetcar accident, and his first wife, art, while enjoying greater autonomy working in increasingly
Rosa Lee Carter (née Jackson) tragically died three years into racially integrated scenes on their own terms, without the
stereotypes. Like Hawkins, Carter adapted well to life with
their marriage aged just 25 in 1928.9
the opportunities in Europe.
Benny Carter’s career can be broadly summarized for
Carter accepted an offer from, and worked with Willie Lewis
reference in the following table.
for a time in Paris, where he sat in with Django Reinhardt and
Table 1. Benny Carter Chronological Career Summary
Stéphane Grappelli in their ‘Quintette du Hot Club du
France’, before playing in Switzerland, and then moving to
Period
Ac)vity
London to accept a position as arranger with the BBC’s dance
1907-1923 Born Benne. Lester Carter on 8 August 1907 in New orchestra. He had received much encouragement from Britain
York to Norrell and Sadie (née Benne.) Carter, amateur through both Patrick ‘Spike’ Hughes (1908-1987), who wrote
musicians who played guitar and piano respecIvely.
for the Melody Maker and praised Carter in the periodical;
Begins piano lessons from his mother aged about 10.
and Leonard Feather (1914-1994), who also wrote very
Progresses to C-melody saxophone.
positively about him, and reported his arrival in the Melody
1923-1927 IniIal musical development into professional work.
Maker.11 Carter had known Spike Hughes for over two years
Switches to alto saxophone.
previously, when Hughes had used several members of his
1927-1933 Begins doubling on clarinet while working for Charlie band in New York for a series of recordings under the name
Johnson in 1927. Establishment as an important jazz ‘Spike Hughes and His Negro Orchestra’ in April and May
instrumentalist, arranger, composer and bandleader. 1933, which featured music mostly composed and arranged
by Hughes recorded over three sessions.12
Playing trumpet professionally by 1932.
1933-1946

The height of his career as an instrumentalist, writer, and
bandleader. Lives and works in Europe 1935-1938.

1946-1970

Focuses on ﬁlm and TV music wriIng work.

1970-1998

Academic work and resumpIon of regular touring.

1998-2003

Late career, devoted mostly to wriIng acIviIes.
Dies peacefully aged 95 on 12 July 2003 in Los Angeles.

Why would a black American jazz musician move to Europe
when America, in particular New York was the centre of the
jazz world?
In Carter’s case, there were four main reasons for his move –
racism to an extent, the market, personal reasons and timing
in relation to his professional situation. Europe was inviting
for black American jazz musicians from before the 1920s
until World War II with less racism than the USA. Carter said
that he had not experienced many racial incidents in
America, but had ‘had his share’ and that part of the reason
he moved was he felt he could achieve more in Europe
having hit a ‘plateau’ in the USA, due to racial issues. It
would be easy to fall into the over-simplified trap of thinking
that musicians like Carter moved to Europe to avoid racism
though – racial relations in Europe were more relaxed, but it
was not devoid of problems. While he acknowledged the
freedom and enjoyment he experienced in Europe, he also
stated that black musicians living in Europe were in a special
position and he did feel that if there were larger numbers of
black people there, there would have been more restrictions
on them.13

Benny Carter’s Move To Europe
Carter’s life in Europe between 1935 and 1938 epitomized
the success of black American jazz musicians who made a
career in Europe in the 1930s. He covered a lot of ground
both musically and geographically, working in countries
including France, The Netherlands, Britain, Denmark,
Sweden, Switzerland and Spain. His phenomenal musical
talents made him an inspiration to the native musicians,
summed up very well by pianist Billy Munn:
Working with Benny Carter was a real eye-opener to us
British musicians in the thirties. (…) His scoring for a
sax section in particular is legendary. But Benny could
not only perform these feats with flair, he could also
out-blow all of us on our own instruments!10

While his statements about the situation can appear
contradictory, they illustrate how complex the situation was,
that every case may be different, and that a black American
expatriate musician’s life in Europe is not just one large
experience, but a series of experiences and processes of
adjustment and development. Even though he was very well
received in Denmark, Carter did experience racism there,
including an incident with Austrian singer Greta Keller, and
worse with a Danish organisation, when an offer to take over

Jazz musicians that lived in Europe in the 1910s and 1920s
tended to have been members of troupes and revues such as
Sidney Bechet with Will Marion Cook’s ‘Southern Syncopated
Orchestra’; Sam Wooding’s orchestra with the ‘Chocolate
Kiddies’; or Johnny Dunn, first with Will Vodery’s ‘Plantation
Orchestra’ in 1923 and later with the ‘Blackbirds of 1926’.
While jazz was played and recorded, and some of the
material was forward looking, it was secondary to the shows,
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In his personal life, Benny Carter (like Coleman Hawkins
and Tommy Ladnier before him) mentioned failed marriage as
a factor that further encouraged him to accept Willie Lewis’s
offer of work in Paris in 1935.17 There was something of a
false start in that he initially went over and back once. He
had remarried, to Mary Smith in 1929. Their daughter, Joyce,
was born the following year but the marriage failed and they
separated by 1932.18 His ex-wife, who was granted custody
of the child, was uncooperative, making large financial
demands, and he felt he didn’t get to see enough of Joyce, so
while he was spending time with her, he took her to Europe
by ship in May 1935. They returned again on 2 June, and he
was arrested for kidnapping. His father, Norell Carter, died
later that month, and the trial was eventually held in late
June. The charges were dropped and he returned to Europe
again to join Willie Lewis in Paris.19

‘I had no “career plan”. I
just knew that I wanted
to make music’.
Erik Tuxen’s band, which he was very interested in, was
blocked by a racial problem with one of the organisations
involved.14

It is an obvious statement, but true that any market for the
musicians is a vital aspect to their relocation. There was a
market for individual jazz musicians in the 1930s beyond the
troupes and without the racial stereotypes of the 1910s and
1920s. John Hammond had proposed organising an interracial band to tour Europe in 1934 under Carter’s
leadership,15 indicating that there was a market and As well as the racial issues discussed above, part of human
nature includes a sense of adventure, and in this case a real
integrated scenes in place to support such a venture.
desire to escape as recalled by Carter with ‘I’d never been to
Before arriving in Paris, Carter’s reputation preceded him. Europe … So, far-away Paris, at a regular salary and no
His abilities on his three main instruments at the time were burden of building or maintaining a band, looked good to
already established through his recordings and his peers’ me.’20 Professionally, the timing was good as Carter had
recollections before he left for Europe. He had received disbanded his big band in February 1935 following
positive written reports from early Belgian and French jazz difficulties with reduced bookings, departing personnel and
writers Robert Goffin in Aux frontières du jazz (1932) and relying increasingly on freelance arranging to supplement
Hugues Panassié in Le Jazz Hot (1934). The aforementioned income. He joined Willie Bryant’s trumpet section for three
British-based music critics Leonard Feather and Spike Hughes months before going to Europe on his own to join Willie
suggested to Henry Hall in London to hire Carter as an Lewis’s orchestra in Paris, free of the restrictions and
headaches of leading an orchestra. Carter’s independent
arranger, which he did.16
Benny Carter, mid 1930s. Courtesy of Nick Dellow.
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Benny had a ball in Holland, showing, as ever, his
ability to fit into any kind of social setting. The Dutch
are great bicycle users, and one of my fondest
memories of Benny is the sight of him magnificently
equipped in white tie and tails, the tailcoat flying in the
breeze as he cycled across town to work.26
Carter handled racism, and disrespect, even public
instances, with dignity. One example was that from Austrian
singer Greta Keller in Copenhagen, who accused Carter of
jealousy and mentioned ‘animal instincts … of Negros’.
Carter defended himself and said that her attack was racedriven. Kai Ewans, who had booked Carter, said that Keller
‘was a bitch’ and he believed this incident was a publicity
stunt for her.27

Recordings Overview
Carter was involved in sixteen known commercial recording
sessions and one aircheck that survive from his tenure in
Europe. They are summarized in Table 3 on the next page.
Geographically, the locations of the recordings broadly map
his movements during the period as summarized in Table 2:
Paris, London, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, London,
Netherlands, Paris, Netherlands and Paris. The discographical
information is taken from Benny Carter: A Life In American
Music;28 while Brian Rust’s Jazz Records 1897-1942 was
consulted as well.29 The location for Willie Lewis’s session
was retrieved from Rust. The last column gives the number of
tunes issued in the form of ‘number of issued titles-number of
unissued titles-number of alternate takes’. If there is no

Benny Carter, mid 1930s. Courtesy of Dave Bennett.

streak is apparent through his undertaking this move on his
own terms to a great extent. He did not plan to have a long
term stay in Europe, but eventually stayed for nearly three
years until 27 April 1938. Carter returned to America due to
the Nazis gaining ground in Europe, but in a similar fashion
to his plans, or lack of them, on arrival back in America, he
did not necessarily intend to stay there for the long term
either.21 He was driven by his admission in later years that ‘I
had no “career plan”. I just knew that I wanted to make
music’.22 During the 1920s and 1930s, he changed between
roles of sideman and bandleader several times with ease and
confidence.

Life In Europe
Table 2 on the next page is used to summarize a chronology
of Benny Carter’s work and movements during the period
1935 to 1938 for reference.23
Carter integrated quickly into the Paris scene, and this was
From Rhythm magazine, April 1936. Courtesy of Nick Dellow.
reflected in The Hot Club’s magazine publishing favourable
24
writing about him as well. Similarly, Leonard Feather, who
subsequently became lifelong friends with Carter, had written breakdown, all were released and no alternate takes survive.
earlier praise for Carter in the New York Amsterdam News on
16 November 1935:
Statistically, there were seventeen dates whose outputs
appeared
under nineteen names. Carter plays alto sax on all
… From across the Channel every alternate Sunday
dates,
trumpet
on all but two, and clarinet on all but four. He
night comes the strains of music provided by Benny
plays
piano
on
three sessions, tenor sax on four, and sings on
Carter, who is now playing sax, clarinet and trumpet,
three.
His
compositions
are used on ten of the sessions, while
and arranging, with Willie Lewis’s orchestra, the
he
provides
arrangements
on at least twelve sessions. Carter’s
leading coloured band in Paris, at the Chez Florence
most
prolific
year
for
recording
during this period was 1936,
nightclub. A great gang, vastly improved by the Carter
with
eleven
recording
sessions
that
year.
25
orchestrations and solos.
Feather also recalled how Carter adapted well to life in the
Netherlands later during 1936 and recalled:

(… Text continues on page 6)
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Table 2. Summary of Benny Carter's movements (May 1935 – May 1938)
Time

Base

Primary Posi-on

Other Movements

05/35 - 06/35

Ini+al trip with his daughter.

07/35 – 03/36

Paris

Sideman with Willie Lewis’s Orchestra resident at
Chez Florence, Montmartre.

03/36 - 07/36

London

Arranger with BBC Dance Orchestra

07/36 - 08/36

Scheveningen
(Netherlands)

Leading resident band for the summer at Kurhaus
Hotel.

08/36

London

Tour

08/36 - 09/36

Copenhagen

Tour

09/36

Stockholm

Tour

09/36

Copenhagen

Tour

10/36 - 03/37

London

Arranger with BBC Dance Orchestra

03/37

Netherlands

Tour

04/37 - 05/37

Paris

Tour

05/37

London

Tour

05/37 - 09/37

Netherlands

Leading resident band for the summer at Kurhaus
Hotel.

09/37 - 05/38

Paris

Leading seven piece band at ‘Boeuf sur le Toit’
supper club.

Concerts in Switzerland in December 1935 and in
Barcelona in January 1936 with ‘QuinteRe due Hot
Club de France’.

Five days in Zurich in February 1938.
Leaves Paris on 24 April for London, departs
Southampton on 27 April and arrives in New York on 2
May 1938.

Table 3. Known Recordings by Benny Carter in Europe (1935-1938)
Band

Date

Loca-on

Label(s)

Contribu-ons

Tunes

Willie Lewis And His Entertainers

17/01/36

Paris

Pathé

tp-cl-as-arr-comp

6-0-0

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

15/04/36

London

Vocalion

tp-cl-as-ts-vcl-arr-comp

4-0-6

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

Late 04/36

London

Vocalion

tp-cl-as-p-arr-comp

4-0-5

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

Mid 06/36

London

Vocalion

tp-cl- as-ts-p-arr-comp

6-1-5

Benny Carter And His Swing Quartet

20/06/36

London

Vocalion

tp-as-ts-comp

2-1-1

Benny Carter With The Avro Orchestra

02/08/36

Hilversum,
Netherlands

None (aircheck)

cl-as-comp

0-2-0

Benny Carter With Kai Ewans’ Orchestra

26/08/36

Copenhagen

HMV

tp-cl-as-arr-comp

2-0-0

Benny Carter With Kai Ewans’ Orchestra

29/08/36

Copenhagen

HMV

tp-cl-as-vcl-arr-comp

2-0-0

BC Med Sonora Big Band

12/09/36

Stockholm

Sonora

tp-as-arr

1-0-1

BC Med All Star Orchestra

12/09/36

Stockholm

Sonora

tp-cl-as-arr

1-0-1

Elizabeth Welch

13/10/36

London

Vocalion

tp-cl-as-arr

4-0-1

Benny Carter And His Swing Quintet

19/10/36

London

Vocalion

cl-as

4-0-2

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

11-16/01/37

London

Vocalion

tp-as-vcl-arr-comp

5-0-3

Benny Carter

11-16/01/37

London

None (informal post session)

p-comp

0-2-0

Benny Carter And The Ramblers

24/03/37

Laren, Netherlands

Decca, Vocalion

tp-cl-as-ts-arr

4-0-4

Coleman Hawkins And His All-Star Jam
Band

28/04/37

Paris

Swing, HMV

tp-as-arr

4-0-0

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

17/08/37

The Hague

Decca, Vocalion, Brunswick

tp-cl-as-arr-comp

4-0-1

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

18/08/37

The Hague

Decca, Vocalion

tp-cl-as

4-0-4

Benny Carter And His Orchestra

07/03/38

Paris

Swing

tp-as-arr-comp

3-0-0
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Benny Carter and Henry Hall, London, 1936. Courtesy of Nick Dellow.

Carter’s instrumental and writing skills as well as his
playing Hungarian Gypsy music you wouldn’t be quite
leadership abilities made him the dominant performer and
fair either.30
orchestrator for most of the recording sessions he played on,
even those with vocalists present. Examples include the Pathé Recording Studio, Paris, 17 January 1936
session with Willie Lewis on 17 January 1936, and that with The first recording session that Benny Carter played on in
Elisabeth Welch in London on 13 October that same year.
Europe was under the leadership of fellow American alto
saxophonist Willie Lewis (1905-1971), on 17 January 1936
Carter’s instrumental contributions are superb and in some
for Pathé.31 This was one of Carter’s most impressive sessions
cases, he played three instruments with several switches in
of his entire career. Rather than easing his way in for his first
one piece. For example, on These Foolish Things from the 15 time in a European recording studio, he established his
April 1936 session, he plays alto saxophone, switches to authority and mastery in most of his musical fields
trumpet, then to clarinet, and back to alto saxophone again. A immediately. Even though the leader, Willie Lewis, and
more extreme example is Black Bottom, with ‘The Ramblers’ trumpeter Bobby Martin both sing on the session and Carter
on 24 March 1937, when he plays the first bridge on alto was not the leader for this date, Carter was by far the
saxophone, the second chorus apart from the bridge on dominant force in the session and it was his presence
trumpet, then following an interlude by the band plays a primarily that makes these recordings what they are.
clarinet chorus including the bridge, then another bridge on
alto saxophone, and back to clarinet for a final break at the
Carter arranged all six titles and composed one title, his
end. Despite the technical change involved with a switch beautiful ‘mood’ composition Just A Mood. He solos on his
from a reed instrument to a brass instrument and back again, usual alto saxophone on this tune and leads the saxophone
the trumpet and clarinet are pitched in B-flat, while the alto section through his stunning section writing on All Of Me and
saxophone is pitched in E-flat.
Star Dust (the official title). He had been concentrating on the
trumpet for the months before he left the USA as noted
Carter was at ease recording with American and European
above, and this is very much reflected in this session. He
musicians throughout his stay, but was objective in his views
plays excellent trumpet solos on Rhythm Is Our Business and
about European musicians, who were still developing. John
Star Dust, but the standout track is All Of Me featuring his
Chilton noted that Carter suggested to Charles Fox that:
majestic trumpet solo in the second half. While there are
It would be unfair to compare them to the musicians several minor errors including five noticeably fluffed notes, he
back in America. They would be found wanting. If you builds up the tension with some technically flawless runs and
expected a black American musician to be proficient at ends with a series of cadenzas, culminating in an upward
6

glissando to finish the piece on a sustained high E-flat
(actually concert D-flat, not concert F as per Berger et al.).
These tracks alone bear out Dizzy Gillespie’s statements
above about Carter’s abilities as a trumpeter.

movement and confusion in the studio by Lewis’s band in
1936, the same clarinet choir trio consisting of Johnson,
Hayman and Kiehn was used on both tracks, with Lewis
playing the leading clarinet on Stay Out Of Love and Carter
doing so on Just A Mood.

Four years later, back in the USA, he would re-record
another excellent, newer arrangement of All Of Me with his
own orchestra, with different structure and modulations taken
at a slower tempo with a smoother flow in line with the swing
era. The 1936 chart has the beautiful saxophone section
opening in the key of C, then the great Herman Chittison
leads the transition to D-flat for the remainder of the piece
which features Chittison's lush piano and Carter's powerful
trumpet solo. In 1940, Carter retains an updated version of
the 1936 saxophone section opening in the key of C using a
different section configuration including a baritone sax. Then,
to F for Benny Morton's smooth trombone solo completed by
a clarinet led reed section phrase, and to B-flat for a brass
shout interlude before a cool, stylish Carter clarinet solo, a
brass-led resolution, and a descending clarinet-led coda.

Muted brass with a lead clarinet and clarinet choir are
employed on Stay Out Of Love. The lead clarinet player is
closer to the microphone than the other wind instruments.
Carter plays the trumpet obbligato, and careful listening will
reveal that his is the last trumpet to come off the final
ensemble notes before the vocal. Lewis himself was the
vocalist and was closer to the single microphone, so with
Lewis being the last reedman, this implies he himself played
the clarinet solo and lead.
On Just A Mood, Carter plays the clarinet lead, with the
same choir of three clarinets played by Johnson, Hayman and
Klein in the ensemble. Carter recorded a similar arrangement
of around the same length, at the session in London for
Vocalion in late April 1936 under his own name. That
recording features a different solo routine, with Carter himself
playing clarinet throughout. Comparing the chalumeau
register clarinet on the Vocalion recording with that on the
Lewis version leaves no doubt that Carter himself was the
prominent clarinettist on the latter recording.

The only potential debate about Lewis's actual personnel is
regarding the presence of trombonist Billy Burns. Rust does
not list a trombonist at all, but Berger et al. do list Burns as
present on trombone. There are no trombone solos and I
cannot hear a trombone at any point during the six tracks,
even during the brass section passages. That is not to say that
The discographical information for this session (not
Burns is not buried in the ensemble though, but if so, he is
including
reissues) should then read:
very much drowned out by the trumpets and reeds.
WILLIE LEWIS AND HIS ENTERTAINERS
Willie Lewis, cl-1/as/vcl-2 dir. Alex Renard, t; Bobby Martin,
t/vcl-3; Benny Carter, t-4/cl-5/as/arr; Billy Burns, tb; George
Johnson, cl-6/as; Joe Hayman, Coco Klein, cl-6/ts; Herman
Chittison, p/cel-5; John Mitchell, g; June Cole, sb; Ted Fields,
d.
Paris, 17 January 1936.

Pathé label. Courtesy of Anthony Baldwin.

CPT-2450

I’ve Got A Feeling You’re Fooling (Waller - Razaf)
-2 Pathé PA-803 (France)

CPT-2451-1

Stay Out Of Love (Gerlach – La Frenière)
-1, -4, -6 Pathé PA-816 (France)

CPT-2452-1

Rhythm Is Our Business (Kahn – Chaplin – Lunceford)
-3, -4 Pathé PA-803 (France)

CPT-2453-1

Just A Mood (Carter - Williams)
-5, -6 Pathé PA-816 (France)

CPT-2454-1

All Of Me (Simons – Marks)

CPT-2455-1

Star Dust (Carmichael – Parish)
-4 Pathé PA-817 (France)

-4 Pathé PA-817 (France)

Other Recordings and Activities
Beyond that, there are errors in the discographical listings
for this session in both Berger et al. and Rust. Both list all as
by Lewis’s ‘Orchestra’ rather than his ‘Entertainers’ despite the
Pathé record labels. Musically, both works fail to note the use
of clarinets, despite their prominence on two titles recorded
at this session, Stay Out Of Love and Just A Mood.32 The
reedmen present on the date were Lewis, Carter and George
Johnson playing alto saxophones, with Joe Hayman and Coco
Kiehn playing tenor saxophones. I propose that the logical
scenario with the most convenient and practical setup was
that all five of them played clarinet at the session, as
described with the details and reasoning below.

Following his move to London at Henry Hall’s invitation to
arrange for the BBC dance orchestra, Carter made a series of
recordings for Vocalion, mainly featuring his arrangements
and compositions with British musicians. Although Carter
made some fine recordings there and respected the British
musicians’ reading abilities, he thought them ‘not on a par yet
with our boys’, in that they lacked individuality as soloists,
apart from trumpeter Tommy McQuater.34

The second recording session in Copenhagen during his tour
of Scandinavia in autumn 1936 was another highlight of the
period and featured Carter with an orchestra led by Danish
alto saxophonist, clarinettist and bandleader Kai Ewans
Note that these were monophonic recordings made during (1906-1988), born Kai Peter Anthon Nielson, who led the first
the ‘electric’ era which involved the use of a single Danish Big Band in 1927 and spent many years in America.35
microphone to collect the sound.33 To avoid unnecessary
7

Adelaide Hall, Benny Carter and Elisabeth Welch at Pizza Express, Dean Street, London, 28 November 1984. Courtesy of Dave Bennett.

Carter solos well on trumpet and clarinet either side of
Ewans’s vocal on Memphis Blues; and follows his own
pleasant vocal on When Lights Are Low with a fine alto
saxophone solo and muted trumpet on the final bridge. The
other soloists are often more relaxed and adventurous than on
the British sessions. In particular, the trombonist who plays
the solo on Memphis Blues, probably Peter Rasmussen,36
sounds quite like an American musician. Ewans’s vocal is also
convincing because Rust shows this as by Carter himself.37
Berger et al. correct this though.38 Close listening reveals
Ewans’s Danish accent with his enunciation of the letter ‘s’,
and his pronunciation of the word ‘strain’, and the phrases
‘very part’ and ‘those Memphis blues’. Carter and Ewans
remained friends, and so profound was Carter’s influence that
his most famous composition, When Lights Are Low, which
was recorded at the session, became Ewans’s theme tune.
Even after Ewans was retired, people in would still whistle the
tune to him if they saw him in Copenhagen.39

The exciting and very memorable session in Paris on 28
April 1937, under Coleman Hawkins’s leadership, included
guitarist Django Reinhart in the personnel with Stéphane
Grappelli playing piano. The dominant musician of this
session was undoubtedly Hawkins, but Carter facilitated this
by quickly arranging Honeysuckle Rose (in less than ten
minutes, Grappelli recalled!41) and Crazy Rhythm in the
studio for a four saxophone front line of Carter and André
Ekyan on alto saxophones with Hawkins and Alix Combelle
on tenor saxophones. With each saxophonist taking a solo on
the latter, great excitement is generated culminating with
Hawkins’s final chorus, with Django audibly forfeiting his
solo by telling Hawkins ‘Go on’, and Hawkins obliges with a
second chorus. Out Of Nowhere and Sweet Georgia Brown
were ‘head’ arrangements, most likely co-ordinated by Carter,
who switches to trumpet, and Combelle to clarinet.
In addition to the aircheck on 2 August 1936, Carter was
involved in broadcasts from Copenhagen, Scheveningen and
Paris.42 He was also successful on the writing front. Thirty-six
of the arrangements Henry Hall commissioned him to write
are known and documented.43 Seven of his compositions
were published in eight versions by Peter Maurice.44

Carter’s recordings in the Netherlands in 1937, where he
recorded with ‘The Ramblers’ once and under his own name
twice, included his childhood friend Freddy Johnson
(1904-1961). The main Dutch jazz pioneer Theo Uden
Masman was present at the recording session as director of
his own band, ’The Ramblers’. Even though the material was
entirely from their repertoire, apart from the arrangement of
I’ll Never Give In and none of the material was Carter’s,
Masman still deferred the lead role in the session to Carter.
Apart from some piano work by Johnson, Carter was the only
soloist on all four of the pieces recorded.40

The existing documentation about Carter’s writing work in
London during this period is not the last word on this activity,
and more information will be found. In recent years, Nick
Dellow's keen ears detected that the recording of Edgar
Hayes’s Love’s Serenade by ‘The BBC Dance Orchestra
directed by Henry Hall’, made in London on 29 February
1936 (Columbia FB-1341) is also of a Benny Carter
8

arrangement.45 This was previously recorded by Mills Blue In American Music. Studies In Jazz, No. 40. 2 vols. 2nd edn.
Rhythm Band for Victor in 1933, and Vocalion in 1934.46
Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press Inc.
Cheatham, A. 1995. I guess I’ll get the papers and go home.
Ed. A. Shipton. London: Cassell.

Coda
The phase of Benny Carter’s career which he spent working in
Europe was a success due to several factors. He worked
continuously, and inspired and influenced those he played
with across the aforementioned countries. He was in demand
for recordings, broadcasts and writing arrangements and
compositions, some of which were published. His
musicianship, confidence and adaptability were respected by
European musicians including Stéphane Grappelli, Django
Reinhardt, Spike Hughes, Billy Munn, Henry Hall, Kai Ewans
and Theo Uden Masman. The contributions and influence of
this remarkably talented, one-off musician made Benny
Carter a vital part of European jazz and the integration of
black American jazz musicians in its scenes.

Chilton, J. 1990. Song of the Hawk: The Life and Recordings
of Coleman Hawkins. Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan
Press.
Feather, L. 1986. The Jazz Years: Earwitness to an Era.
London: Quartet Books Limited.
Gillespie, D. 2009. To Be Or Not To Bop. With A. Fraser.
Minneapolis, London: University of Minnesota Press. 1979.
Repr. New York: Doubleday Books.
New Grove II Online (The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz,
2nd edition).
Rust, B. 1983. Jazz Records 1897-1942. 2 vols. 5th Revised
and Enlarged Edition. Chigwell, Essex: Storyville Publications
& Co. Ltd.

Kudos

Sincere and special thanks to Nick Dellow, Dave Bennett,
Rye, H. 1981. Visiting Firemen 4:. Storyville 93 (FebruaryAnthony Baldwin, Leif Bjerborg and Michael Steinman.
March), 84 -87.
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